Sports Hedge
MILLIONAIRE
TOP SPORTS BETTING SYSTEM
Sport Hedging for the millionaire inside us, a manual for hedging and profiting for a growing portfolio

Congratulations, you are about to have access to the techniques sports books do not want you to know. As you apply the strategies in this manual, betting will change as you know it and a systematic strategy will take its place. You will now be applying the secrets that stock traders and hedge fund managers use to obtain great wealth.

You are getting years of back-testing and analytics broken up into a few short Lessons. Some of the world’s foremost analytical masterminds have advised and contributed in the development of this system. The creators have advised a billion dollar global corporation and have led financial strategy and statistical analysis of over $700 million in assets. They have applied analytical and psychological mathematics to create each unique betting system. The creators used to require a minimum investment of $50k in order to have access to their strategies.

You will be able to grow your account compounding your winnings, keeping you in the winner’s circle. You will learn the art of hedging your bets to optimize your returns while minimizing risks. When creating Sports Hedge we were driven to create a system where a $500 to $1000 account can grow to hundreds of
thousand if not millions within a few year timeframe while creating a residual monthly income.

Bonus: If you have purchased this amazing guide, you are automatically enrolled into the member’s only service that will have our daily plays, so you don’t have to do the research yourself. In this member’s only section members can explore allowing a computerized robot to systematically follow the Sports Hedge system and make the choices for you.

You will learn which tools to use to feel comfortable with the betting system as well as the money management tools.

But most important thing is, you don’t even need to be a sports fan or a risk taker, or even follow any sport to utilize the vast resources you will obtain with your monthly membership. You will not have to read any other financial wealth, sports book or betting system method again!

Sports Hedge system is developed to do all of the analytical work for you. Simply log in to your account and place the bets according to the picks and the money management instructions. The system’s analytics and calculations are closely held as a trade secret. All the work and emotion is stripped away and you are simply able to reap its rewards.
*Remember, this is just tool to grow your knowledge. The system will do almost 90% of the work for you and you only need to know how to place the wagers. Literally less than 10 minutes a day.

Sport Hedge Millionaire’s
Lesson Overview:

Lesson 1- Behavior Management
Lesson 2- Money Management
Lesson 3- Knowing your Sports book and types of Wagers
Lesson 4- Rules of the Sport Hedge System
Conclusion- How to Get Started
Lesson 1 - BEHAVIOR and CONSISTENCY

The one thing you need to understand is the dynamic of human emotion vs. consistent behavior. The majority of people who trade or invest in the stock market, buy when stocks are going great and sell when they are looking poor and in the dumps. These emotional decisions make the majority of them poor investors who end up buying at peaks and selling in the valleys. Most lose their money in the end.

Warren Buffet is one of the greatest investors of our time and he invests with a consistent strategy and does almost the opposite of the emotional majority of investors. He buys a solid company, but at its worst time, with the knowledge that his analysis of the company is proven and in time it will gain ground again. Sports Hedge has done the analysis and how the majority of bettors bet with emotion. This system can allow you to capitalize on these emotional bets from the masses which can move the lines in our favor and, like our friend Warren, we will be making profitable decisions based on analysis not emotion.

If you can train yourself to not feel emotion about your bets or the outcome, in time your bank roll has the opportunity to compound its winnings and create great wealth for you. Do not chase your losing bets by betting more to make it back. In the same sense do not bet more when you are on a huge winning streak. These are sure fire ways to ruin this system. We have already back tested and our systems continues to run hundreds of thousands of scenarios and calculations to determine your bet amount, which type of bet to make, and when you need to place a hedge bet. Be consistent with this betting system and you can create your riches.
Ok, let’s get down to business. If you are a seasoned betting pro, then skip to lesson 4 however, for those who want to brush up on types of bets (Lesson 3), or those who do not know what a sports book is, or which sports book to use. Here is a great reference point. list of bookmakers

Lesson 2- Money Management

Money management is crucial to the success of this system. We have done all of the thinking for you. Keep in mind we have done thousands of calculations to determine an optimal betting amount which may vary upon each bet. Each betting amount is catered to your personal bank roll.

When investing, your account will inevitably go up and down. Our system steers you to bet an amount that allows for the greatest upside potential while limiting your down side risk.

Let me explain how this system works. It is designed to constantly analyze details of all bets and pick match-ups with proven profitable outcomes for betting, based on many different scenarios. When all of these nuances converge and the system flags a scenario which has proven to be profitable year in and year out, it will post the bet you are to make along with the amount based on your bank roll. A hedge bet will be listed if it determines it would be more profitable or if it can limit your risk on a bet while still providing great returns. This is not designed to win every bet, it is designed to consistently win much more than you lose over time.

VERY IMPORTANT- Keep in mind, when investing, the higher the return typically the more volatility in your account. You must understand this concept as detailed below. Do not allow emotion to slip-in when you see volatility and let it destroy this amazing system.
Each sport is designed to play a role in this system. I stress, bet every bet every time. Review our results and volatility on each sport below.

**Our NFL account** showed a lower return over the other sports accounts, which in turn showed less bank roll volatility.

**Our $1,000 account** started in 2006 grew fairly steady to $5,343
2007 season showed the following marks in order...
$5,343...$4,379...$6,289...$4,840...$12,507...$9,454...$11,544

**Our NBA account** showed a mid-return over the other sports accounts, which in turn showed more bank roll volatility.

2009-2010 season our $1,000 test account hit the following marks in order.
$944...$1,368...$1,287...$1,720...$1,309...$4,244...$2,655...$9,554...$6,040

continued to grow to over $143,000 in a similar fashion.

**Our MLB account** showed the highest returns and the greatest volatility.

Our test account showed the following results in order during four years.
$1,000...$692...$1,109...$264...$5,325...$2,764...$62,068...$38,061...$208,816
...$125,510...then proceeded to grow to **over a million** in a similar fashion.
Morale of the story is, had we changed our betting style during any of those huge down turns then we never would have reached the millions.

*Buy now! As our members grow so will the price. Lock your membership at the lowest price as soon as possible, click here: Become a Sports Hedge Millionaire

Lesson 3- Knowing How to bet on Sports with Sports books and types of Wagers

How to bet on Sports (Keep in Mind, this is not the SPORT HEDGE WAY, But primarily a foundation for you to consider:

More betting is done on sporting events compared to any form of gambling. Overseas sports bet sites, unlawful bookmaking operations, office pools and sports bets amongst friends. Sports fans make it the most recognized gambling activity. How to bet on sports is a systematic art. True betting systems are the best way to profit on sports, but below you will find a starting point with types of wager.

The casino Sports books make their money on sports bets by collecting a commission on losing bets. This is called the voguish or Veg for short. Some of the most common odds are 11 to 10. This means that if you want to win $100 you are risking $110. For example you place a bet on the Giants at the casino sports book and pay out $110. If the Giants win you collect $210 when you cash your wonderful winning ticket. If you lose your bet you lose the $110.

In a perfect world the Sports book would like to contain the same amount of money wagered on the two teams playing. If the Giants are playing the Colts and they've got one player betting on the Giants and one player betting on the Colts generally they would agree to pay the successor $100 but collect $110 for the loser. This provides them a $10 profit so they really don’t care who exactly wins if they're going to possess an equal amount bet on each sports team.
To achieve this, they appoint a line or spread to make the contest just as attractive for each side.

**Most people think** that the point spread is the predicted margin of victory by which one team will beat another team even though this is certainly not true. The line is the handicapper’s prediction of what number will be required to split in reference to wagering evenly on both teams. For this reason the line may change from the opening line to the line at game time. When you bet on a sports game with the point spread your desired team does not essentially have to win. You just need to cover the spread. If you bet on Miami who is favored to win by 7 and that they only win by 4 you lose.

If you bet Chicago who is a 10 point underdog and they actually lose by 3 points then you win.

**How to bet on sports and the Types of Sport Bets**

More betting is done on sporting events compared to any form of gambling. Overseas sports bet sites, unlawful bookmaking operations, office pools and sports bets amongst friends. Sports fans make it the most recognized gambling activity. How to bet on sports is a systematic art. True betting systems are the best way to profit on sports, but below you will find a starting point with types of wager.

**A Straight bet** is a bet made on a single game or outcome. You can choose to bet the favorite or the underdog otherwise you are able to bet the over or under of the total score. When you make a straight bet you are betting on a single event or outcome.

**Over/Under** You can also choose the over as well as under for the game total. The over or the under is a wager on the total score at the end of the game. You add the scores of both teams to get the final number. When you bet the under you happen to be betting where the score will surely be under the total. When you bet the over you are betting the score will be higher than the total.
For Case in point the over under is 46.5 and the final score of the gaming results are New England Patriots 47 and Jets 17, It was a total blow out, but numbers are on your side. The total of the game was over 46 ½ by simply the patriots. We didn’t even need the Jets to score. If you bet the over you win if your bet has concluded and the score was 47 or greater. If you bet under you would have lost because the score was over 46.5 with the combined two team’s scores.

ALERT ! I WANT YOU TO READ BELOW THE TYPES OF BETS THE MAJORITY OF THE NATION IS GAMBLING ON. IT ISN’T NECESSARILY WRONG OR BAD, It’s presently not ever going to be a winning strategy long term.

**A Parlay** bet is a single bet that links together the outcome of more than one game or event. The parlay can be derived from a series of bets on a team, over/under bets, or any mixture of the two. For the parlay to be a winning wager, all of its individual plays must win. If any of the individual bets are not a winner, then the entire parlay wager loses.

The payout for a parlay bet varies with the number of wagers in the parlay. A two team parlay usually pays 13 to 5 and a three team pays 6 to 1. A certain amount of sporting events books and bookmakers offer slightly higher payouts on parlays so you should always shop around for the best payouts. Parlay bets are attractive because bet is low and the payoff is high. However you have to pick a number of winners to be successful. It could be to your advantage to pick several games straight up instead of linking them together.

**A Teaser** is considered one wager consisting of 2 or more propositions in which you are allowed to adjust the point spread in your favor. For example in a two team football teaser you can add or subtract 6, 6 ½ or 7 points to the point spread of each team. Most Teasers are even money bets. For example: You want to bet the Colts and Miami in a teaser. The Colts are 7.5 favorites over the Jets and Miami is a 3.5 underdog to New England. Getting them in a 6 point teaser the point spread for the bet is: Colts 1.5 (subtract 6 from 7.5) and Miami 9.5 (add 6 to 3.5).

**The Money Line** A money line wager is a bet placed without using the point spread. You are betting on the team to win the game immediately which is also called winning “Straight UP.” When you bet a game on the money line you could
have to pay odds other than the normal. You might get -110 instead of what you would pay for a straight bet using the point spread.

Obviously if you want to bet on the favorite to win straight up, you'll have to risk more to win less. If you bet on the underdog, you would certainly bet less to win more. The money line bets are based on a $100 bet. When you see a money line listed the favorite should have a figure with a minus symbol in front of it and the underdog will be positive.

Hawks 240 means they are the underdog and you would have to bet $100 to win $240 or any fraction of. i.e. $10 to win $24.

If you want to bet the Favorite and they are 280, then you would wager $280 to win $100. Or any fraction of. Your team would need to win straight up to win your bet.

Learn how to bet a sports betting system here.

There you have the basic fundamentals on how to bet on sports, the National Pastime. Bet wisely and remember if you are following the SPORTS HEDGE system you might join the many sports bettors in the millionaire’s circle.

Lesson 4 - Rules of the Sports Hedge System

Now let’s cut to the nuts and bolts. I’m not going to go into the nuances of all the crazy calculations it takes to formulate this system. (That is our trade secret). I am going to break it down in the most simplistic form so you can start immediately. Each sport is very different from scoring values, to impact of home advantage, to individual player’s impact to affect a whole game...etc. This is why each sport has a very different system and set of rules. All are back tested and show huge returns which if followed correctly can potentially make you very wealthy.
IN ORDER FOR THIS SYSTEM TO WORK:

RULE 1- MAKE EVERY BET MATCH-UP LISTED EVERY TIME
RULE 2- TAKE EVERY HEDGE BET THAT IS LISTED
RULE 3- ONLY MAKE BETS IN THE EXACT AMOUNT THE MONEY MANAGEMENT SECTION TELLS YOU TO MAKE

Inevitably you will want to bet more or less at some point or you may only want to bet certain match-ups. Do not do this! If you can resist making any decision on your emotion and only trust the system, then you have the potential to realize the type of wealth of the athletes you are betting on.

To learn more on why does this work, click here: Other Betting Systems

LOG-IN- If you are a member, you should have received a log-in ID and Password. When you log in to the member’s site you will find tutorials and the Sports Investment Tool. If you are not a member, hurry, prices are going up as membership grows.

Buy now click: Become a Sports Hedge Millionaire

As a Member you will have...

Up to date sports news- This will be a live feed of sports news and events

System picks- You will be able to see every sports bet pick and at what odds or line you should bet. Hedge bets may also be listed when it is more advantageous for you to make a second bet to lower your risk and create an opportunity for higher returns. Find instant links to the top online sports books to post your bets.

If you are a Beta tester, you may be testing our betting genie, which will show live odds and will automate your decision on which sports book has the best lines for each individual match-up.
Money Management- Enter your total betting bank amount and the system will tell you what amount to make on each bet. As your account grows you will be able to learn how to take an income stream while still having the opportunity to maintain growth.

Treat this like a business and it has the potential to reward you with millions. You should now have your passwords to log by email. When you do, simply go to the tutorial section and you will be walked through step by step on how to use the software and get started immediately. For those on the trial, please review your email for instructions. Welcome and enjoy the reward you have just discovered.

*Hurry and order at these prices before this deal goes away.

*Don’t pass up your opportunity!

*Imagine your financial dreams can begin today.

Order here: Become a Sports Hedge Millionaire
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